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I. INTRODUCTION

I
N recent years and in many fields, ever more datasets have been generated for similar purposes. However, because they are from different sources, they are not directly comparable. In an effort to bring the information in different datasets closer to comparability, we want a generic way to express the information content of one dataset relative to another. The information content of interest may be the equivalent independent sample size for a set of dependent data, or the minimum number of parameters required for good data summarization, or may be a representation of the data in term of a different model. In the latter case, we get a virtual sample that is as similar as possible to the original dataset.
To do this, consider the relative entropy between two conditional distributions for the same random variable. Suppose the value of the first conditioning random variable is fixed, but the value of the second remains to be specified. The core idea here is to specify the value of the second conditioning random variable by minimizing the relative entropy. This kind of minimization is embedded in the conventional interpretation of Shannon's Channel Coding Theorem, see Cover and Thomas [12] . We regard the optimal value as (approximately) informationally equivalent to the given value of the first conditioning random variable and call this procedure information conversion. If the conditioning random variables correspond to datasets, then the "optimal value" corresponds to a "virtual" dataset. Interest may focus on the entire virtual dataset or on some feature of it, such as it's (virtual) sample size.
Information conversion is natural in a Bayesian context, which we use for convenience. In this case, we examine the relative entropy between two posterior densities for a parameter formed from two priors, two likelihoods, and two sets of data. If the first dataset is fixed, minimization identifies a new, virtual data set that is (approximately) informationally equivalent to a the first data set. Note that the first dataset is collected under the first likelihood, but the virtual dataset is its representation under the second. Thus, the optimization is over the sample size as well as the actual data values. If desired, the virtual data can be combined with other data from the second likelihood. This form of data pooling is different from merely multiplying the two likelihoods because the pooled data can be regarded as coming from a single conditional distribution.
To crystalize these ideas, suppose the original data is generated from , where , an open set in , is the parameter of interest. Consider another dataset generated from . If and are equipped with the same prior for , we want to know what data vector makes as close as possible to
. If the 's are dependent, and the 's are independent, and the Fisher information under and are similar, then we expect , the effective sample size under , to be less than . As the Fisher information of increases relative to the Fisher information of , then again we expect to decrease relative to . Now our problem is to minimize the relative entropy (1) over the vector length and the entries in the vector . For the sake of clarity, we have indicated the arguments of the densities on the left-hand side even though they are integrated out. The main contributions of this paper are to show that solutions to this optimization problem exist, have several intuitively appealing properties, and give interesting results in several important examples.
0018-9448/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE Our work contrasts strongly with the classical problem of effective sample size determination which is to choose how big a sample to draw from a population. In this class of problems, one intends to take samples of a random quantity assumed to have a probability distribution within a known family so that the value of the unknown parameter is of interest. Recent contributors include Lee and Zelen [20] , Joseph and Belisle [17] , Adcock [1] , and Lindley [22] . In these papers, a "true" model is assumed and inferences are derived from that one model only. Here, we are transforming actual data to virtual, or effective data, preserving the inferential information content of the data.
One obvious application of a virtual, or effective, sample size is to obtain a corrected estimate of precision to account for dependency in the data. For instance, if we have which are known to be correlated, then we can find the effective sample size with respect to the product of marginals and give as the corrected estimate of the standard error for the usual sample mean , where is the usual estimate of the variance from the data. It is also possible to use the effective sample from our procedure to form and . However, unless the minimizing relative entropy is verified to be sufficiently small this may not be accurate.
Our work is also fundamentally different from the problem of statistical calibration. For instance, in the simplest linear-calibration experiment, are known true values and are the corresponding readings on a scale. These known pairs of observations are used to calibrate the scale; the calibration problem concerns the estimation of , the true but unknown value, by reading on the calibrated scale. At root, this is a kind of inverse regression problem that makes estimates of other values of the independent variable from new observations of the dependent variable, based on previously observed data [19] , [28] , [24] . This has been extended by Deville and Särndal [13] to a more general calibration setting that permits using different sources with auxiliary information to improve estimates from sample surveys. More recently, Kakade and Foster [18] proposed a natural learning process based on deterministic calibration to approach Nash equilibrium. Gneiting et al. [14] applied calibration in a game-theoretic framework for the evaluation of probabilistic forecasts, where the predictive distribution (forecast) is systematically calibrated using incoming observations to maximize the sharpness of the predictive distribution.
These methods, although similar in form to our method, solve different problems. First, they suppose a true model where our method merely converts data from one model to data in terms of another model, neither of which need be true in any objective sense. More important, our goal is not to estimate a true but unknown value on one scale with the help of another. Our goal is to re-express existing data on one scale so it can be used on another scale to estimate the same parameter. These two views are only the same if the parameter can be regarded as a an unknown value from a random variable that will be repeatedly sampled. Regarding the parameter as a random variable is, in essence, the Bayesian approach. However, it is usually assumed that the parameter is constant over the data points, i.e., is not sampled repeatedly, and in practice is rarely measured directly. Thus, outside of a narrow class of slightly unusual calibration problems, our methods answer a different question.
From a Bayesian standpoint, our optimization to find formalizes informative prior construction. For instance, in the setting of genomic data that we will elaborate in the later section, the posterior may not provide as much precision as we want. So, we may want to pool the data we have with the data from another, earlier, experiment. One could approach the problem with a random effects model or a hierarchical model to provide a combined estimate and standard error. Or, a subjective Bayesian can do this by formulating the old data into the prior. Alternatively, we can use our technique to convert the old data set under an old likelihood into an equivalent data set under the new likelihood. The equivalent data set can be pooled with the new data and used with the new likelihood to update an objective prior. The idea is not to provide more precise estimates, but to pool the data so that more elaborate analyses can be performed on the data. Of course, larger datasets will permit more precision if the inference procedure is unchanged. However, we are more optimistic: A larger dataset can enable more detailed modeling.
Apart from theoretical results to ensure the mathematical feasibility of our optimization, we present results for three examples which illustrate what we think are general principles. First, in a mixture setting, we verify that the ratio of Fisher information identified in our theorem below characterizes how rapidly inferential strength is lost as a consequence of contamination. Second, in a dependence model, we see how correlation reduces inferential strength. This example shows how to find an effective sample size for correct assessment of the precision of estimates. Third, in a nuisance parameter example we see how much information is lost from the existence of a nuisance parameter, even when it is not estimated. Taken together, these results mean that in typical cases, our data is much less informative than we think. Consequently, we suggest that experimental design criteria for sample size selection understates the amount of data needed because they are based on uncontaminated, independent data for a parameter of interest.
In a fourth example, we show how our method extends to determine an effective parameter size in a Bayesian hierarchical model. The central idea here is to redo our optimization on the level of the parameter space rather than on the sample space, in a predictive setting. We find that the sensitivity of inferences to small amounts of correlation in the data appears much higher than might be expected. This dramatizes the importance of keeping the number of parameters to a minimum.
As an application of our considerations here, we use our technique to convert microarray data on a spiked-in gene to virtual new data for the same gene. Improving the baseline calibration by augmenting a small new dataset with converted data from another dataset gives a better basis for evaluating the new data on expression levels for non-spiked-in genes. We use our method on the spiked-in genes because their true activity level is known and their variability level is lower than that of experimental genes. However, our method for converting data applies equally readily to the non-spiked-in genes.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we establish existence and a limited uniqueness for the optimization in (1), and several related quantities. Then we state a theorem showing that the asymptotic relative efficiency characterizes the limiting behavior of the effective sample size with respect to the original sample. In Section III, we give three examples to illustrate what we think are general properties of the effective sample size. In Section IV, we extend our notion of effective sample size to study effective parameter size. In Section V, we illustrate the validity of our reasoning on data pooling in a microarray setting. The proof of our main theorem is in the Appendix.
II. MAIN PROPERTIES
We begin by giving sufficient conditions for the conversion of under into an effective, or virtual, sample under . Then we obtain similar results for the expectation of (1) over . This corresponds to seeking an effective sample size without finding an entire effective sample. For completeness, we also examine the effect of taking expectations over . The properties in this case are very different because the optimization remains over , or .
Once we have established existence, we present some of the asymptotic properties of the solution. Our main theorem requires both and to increase. Consequently, the relative entropy between the two posteriors behaves like the relative entropy between their limiting normals. This leads to a Chi-square distribution and the classical relative efficiency.
A. The Effective Sample for a Given Data Set
Suppose is fixed, and we want to know what data vector would be informationally equivalent to it. The optimization in (1) is to find (2) For a fixed , this distance can be minimized to obtain the optimal sample . This is the sample of size under , which gives inferences for as close as possible to those from using the model and the sample . By minimizing over , we can also obtain the effective sample size . Overall, the minimization is over the spaces , where ranges from to . Clearly, a solution to (2) is a function of . To see how solutions behave, we assume the regularity conditions used in Clarke [10] and [11] , and we follow the convention that random variables are denoted with upper case letters and their outcomes by the corresponding lower case letters. To establish that solutions to the optimization problem exist, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 1:
The effective sample exists with probability one, and is unique to the extent that is a one-to-one function of into the collection of probability densities on the parameter space. Consequently, the effective sample size exists. Proof: The proof of existence has two steps. First, we show that is bounded. Then for any fixed upper bound , we show each is bounded with probability one, . From Clarke [10, Theorem 4.1], for and , there is an so that when , has probability at least in the mixture for . Observe that . We can choose large and find an appropriate so that the set has probability greater than , and the probability that the minimum over occurs in the set is also greater than . Thus, with probability greater than , is less than so to find the minimum in (2), it is enough to consider , a compact set. A similar argument holds for the existence of 's, . Suppose is fixed and consider varying . Since is regular, for any fixed , as . In this case, the posterior shifts its mass away from , thereby increasing the relative entropy between and . Thus, we can be sure that the minimum in (2) cannot occur for too large or too small, i.e., there is a bound so that the minimum in (2) occurs within . The argument for is similar to that for . Thus, with high probability, the minimum in the right-hand side of (2), which is a continuous function, occurs on and , for all and some , a compact set. The minimizing values are the and asserted to exist for the right-hand side of (2) . The relative entropy is convex in both its arguments and . Thus, the minimum is unique to the extent that is a one-to-one function of into the collection of probability densities on the parameter space.
In expression (2), we have treated and as real vectors of length and since they are outcomes of random variables. If we take an expectation over in (2), then we can find an effective sample size without finding an effective sample directly. Now, the problem is to find
The character of the optimization does not otherwise change, as can be seen from the following result. [11, Theorem A.1] it is seen that the first term of the right-hand side goes to infinity because as increases concentrates at . For the second term, the treatment of term in the Appendix applies to show that the integral goes to zero in probability in the mixture distribution for . Now, the uniform integrability implies the expectation also goes to zero, and the overall expression increases to infinity.
As before, the expected relative entropy is convex in its arguments when they are regarded as densities and the only variable we are optimizing over is . Since strictly convex functions have unique minima, moving away from cannot decrease the relative entropy.
Uniform integrability can be hard to verify. However, the proof only requires the second term on the right to be bounded, so the assumption of uniform integrability is stronger than needed. We have not given convenient sufficient conditions because solutions to (2) is all we need here.
It is tempting to try to minimize the expectation of (2) over to find an effective sample . That is, when is treated as a random sample, the effective sample problem is to find This is usually not an interesting optimization, since the meaning of it would be to find a specific data set to match the average behavior of data from an experiment. Now consider the case when expectations are taken over both and Letting and denote the Shannon mutual information between and and the entropy, respectively, we see from (1), that we have Parallel to the standard results in the reference prior context, this can be approximated by (see Clarke and Barron [9] ), which can be written as where is a finite constant. The dominating term is , which is linear in and independent of . Furthermore, by taking the derivative with respect to (w.r.t.) , the minimizing value of is . When and is reasonable, say , the optimal is , regardless of . Over integer computations, this gives . We have seen from Proposition 2 that minimizing the expectation over gives a viable definition. However, when we also take expectations over it is seen that the asymptotic expression increases with . Thus, there is no data from that can match , and the more data from that is considered the further from the average inferences from that the approximating posterior would give. This is something of an anomaly, but indicates the delicacy of inferential approximations.
More generally, when is fixed, a plot of versus typically is a convex function with a unique minimum on the interior of its domain. However, taking an expectation over or often makes the convexity and minimization trivial: The minimum occurs at , and the curve is almost linearly increasing. We attribute this to the fact that the mixture distribution for is stationary in the examples we considered. In fact, the stationary ergodic theorem (see Breiman [6, Sec. 6 .7]), shows that a sample mean from a stationary process converges to a nontrivial random variable; here, it would have the distribution of the prior. So, intuitively, the expectation of the relative entropy when conditioning a posterior on a data vector of increasing length should look like times the expectation of the limiting random variable. This is consistent with our approximations above.
B. The Main Result
Next, we state the main result which characterizes our intuition about how the distance between two related posteriors behaves asymptotically. It is stated for unidimensional parameters but the proof holds for all finite dimensions.
The use of -probability, the product of the two probabilities conditioned on , is necessary in this theorem because we are dealing with the random samples from and simultaneously. However, if one were to solve the optimization problem defined in (2) , is regarded as a function of . In this case, the cross measure becomes alone. (4) in -probability, the product of the two probabilities, conditioned on .
The proof, given in the Appendix, rests on techniques derived from standard results in maximum-likelihood (ML) consistency and asymptotic normality of the posterior; see Wald [31] , Wolfowitz [33] , Walker [32] , and Bickel and Yahav [5] for details. Related work includes Chanda [7] and Redner [26] . Nevertheless, the assumptions require explication. First, sufficient conditions for I are well known. Second, when the parameter space is compact, II follows from a uniformization of standard law of large numbers results. For noncompact parameter spaces, assumption II also holds, under mild conditions, for parametric families in exponential form. Third, III holds under relatively mild and verifiable conditions; see Clarke [11] . The appearance of the MLE and the posterior mean is an artifact of our technique of control on certain posterior probabilities in the proof.
Corollary 4: Under the assumptions of Theorem 3, choosing
as the limiting value of gives the smallest constant, zero, in expression (4). In addition, in this case, the minimizing value of in (2) for each occurs when . Proof: From Theorem 3, quantity is asymptotically equivalent to If we optimize the sum of the last three terms over in the limit, we find , and the minimum is . When and are going to infinity in the ratio of , both and are going to the true . The remaining term goes to zero. Thus, minimizing the relative entropy over for fixed gives zero in the limit of large .
Following this corollary for fixed, but large, , the minimum on the right in (2) is close to zero, thereby indicating that the two posteriors are approximately equal so that is mimicking the inferential properties of the given . Thus, it is reasonable to regard as the data set that is informationally equivalent to under , at least in an asymptotic sense.
C. Informal Chi-Squared Asymptotics
Because the posterior is asymptotically normal, the limiting behavior of should be the same as the limiting behavior of Indeed in which and we have written for the sample size under . Now, suppose and that the limit exists in the extended real line. Informally, we may write
The right-hand side equals Also Using these in the relative entropy gives informally (5) It is seen that if , the right-hand side of (5) is infinite. When , the right-hand side of (5) goes to or , but we rule out the latter because the right-hand side is positive. Thus, the minimum of the left-hand side of (5) will not be achieved at the endpoints of the positive half of the extended real line. This suggests the minimizing value of will be on the interior of the positive half line. So, we also expect the minimum of to be on the interior of the positive half-line. Moreover, this suggests a slight weakening of the hypotheses for (4): the existence of the limit of in the extended real line should be enough to ensure minima exist, and parallel to classical theory, this should hold whenever the Fisher information is finite.
III. EXAMPLES
In this section, we present three examples to show how to find effective samples and effective sample sizes. can be derived. In contrast to the previous model, every data point in has information useful for inferences on . Thus, to produce a posterior distribution based on that is close to , we expect to need a sample size smaller than .
Consider a prior on , so that . Also, we have
The effective sample and sample size are (6) Since is fixed, the minimization depends only on and . To see how the effective sample size in (6) depends on , we have done two studies. In the first study, we have taken the true value to be and let the original sample size range from 50 to 500. From the discussion after the main theorem, the optimal asymptotic value of the ratio is , which is for . Table I reports the effective sample size we obtain after solving the proposed optimization procedure. From this table, it is clear that as increases, approaches and its standard deviation around its limiting mean decreases.
Next we study the case when the true changes. In Table II , we report the effective sample size and sample ratio we obtained from the optimization procedure for . The corresponding values of the asymptotic ratio are also given in the table. Again, it is seen that the empirical ratio matches its asymptotic value for all 's. As moves away from zero, it takes more and more effective samples up to 50% of the sample size as expected, because the mixing weights on the dependent component is .
B. A Dependence Model
Consider the following two models:
Model I:
where is an covariance matrix and is an diagonal covariance matrix and the only parameter of interest is . The problem is to find a sample from the second model that achieves the minimum distance between and . With the same prior on both models, the posterior from Model I is , where 
To investigate the effect of correlation in (7), we chose to be block diagonal with 's on the main diagonal and a common value of for all off-diagonal elements in each block. The entries outside the blocks are . When is near , we expect the effective sample size from a data set to be the number of blocks. This is verified by our computations. Table III shows the results when , and . We chose block sizes of and corresponding to 10, 20, 50, and 100 blocks. For one randomly generated value of from , where changed from run to run to be consistent with the block structure, the effective sample size and optimal 's were found. It is seen that the effective sample size is a random perturbation around the number of blocks. Also, the optimal 's are seen to be close to . The surfaces shown in Fig. 1 depict the negative relative entropies between the two posteriors as a function of and . The dot indicates the maximizing pair recorded in Table III . Roughly, each block corresponds to a data point. For completeness, we see how the effective sample size changes as increases from to . To see this, Fig. 2 shows a plot of the mean and standard deviation of the effective sample size as a function of when there is only one block. Fig. 3 shows the analogous plot when there are ten blocks. It is seen that when is close to the effective sample size is close to the number of blocks. For smaller values of , the effective sample size and its standard deviation increase rapidly. This reflects the fact that heightened variability corresponds to less information.
C. A Nuisance Parameter Model
When nuisance parameters exist, their existence alone will "use up" data regardless of whether they are estimated. Indeed, consider the posterior for the parameters of interest, after the nuisance parameters have been integrated out. This marginal posterior will typically need more data to achieve the same degree of concentration as a posterior for the parameters of interest formed from a model without nuisance parameters. To see this, consider the following two models Model I: Model II:
In Model I, is a fixed constant and we have a prior only on . In Model II, we use a conjugate prior on the pair ; the sample is used for inference on both parameters. If is the only parameter of interest, Model II will require a larger sample size than Model I for the same size of credibility intervals.
The posterior distribution of given is
The posterior distribution of is where and
To compare the two posteriors, we integrate out the parameter :
Clearly, depends only on , , and . Now, the optimization is to find and such that is minimized. For , , and , the minimum is achieved when , , . It seems that the mere presence of a nuisance parameter necessitates more data even when the nuisance parameter is not estimated.
Up to this point, we have used the same prior on both likelihoods. However, the mathematics are qualitatively the same when we permit different priors on the two likelihoods. The difference is in the interpretation: Allowing the second model to have a different prior and doing the same optimization asks for the virtual data that would update the second prior by the second likelihood to give inferences as close as possible to the first prior and likelihood. This may be important when the first prior is informative and the second prior is objective.
So, consider a third model where a reference prior under relative entropy is used on the pair of parameters
in which is the sample size for this third model. With this prior, the posterior is a student's distribution
The relative entropy between the posterior from Model III and the posterior from Model I is minimized when goes to . This is so because the reference prior provides so little information on that it takes infinite data points to make the two posteriors match in the tails. In fact, even the tails of the two posteriors differ-one is polynomial, the other exponential. Observe that with the proper choice of , the student's goes to the normal , the posterior from the first model, as goes to infinity.
IV. EFFECTIVE PARAMETER SIZE
The analysis for effective sample size can be carried over to the context of effective parameter size for Bayesian hierarchical models. We hope that a small sacrifice in prediction accuracy will yield a large reduction in model complexity. In our example below, we start with a model that permits as many parameters as data points. Since the parameters are tied together by a common distribution, we expect stantial reduction in complexity Model I:
In this model, the 's are conditionally independent. However, for a sample , the dependence among the means of the outcomes carries over to the outcomes themselves so that a one-to-one correspondence between the sample and the parameters may not be necessary. That is, far fewer parameters than are in the model are actually needed to describe the outcomes.
To see this, consider a hierarchical model with a dependence structure on the Model II:
For simplicity, assume is of the form where the off-diagonal entries have a common value that controls the dependency among the 's. When goes to , Model II reduces to Model I. We limit our attention to these simple covariance matrices even though similar arguments can handle more complex .
Different from the effective sample derivations in the previous section, here we are interested in how the dependence among the 's affects the prediction accuracy of . Let the predictive distribution of Model I given be . In order to define the corresponding for Model II, we extend the model by assuming stationarity. That is, we assume where extends by adding an extra row and column with all entries equal to except for the th entry which is .
We use a two-step procedure to identify the effective sample size. In the first step, we optimize over to find the maximum level of correlation allowed such that the difference between the prediction accuracies of the two models is controlled within a prespecified threshold. Given this , in step two we perform the optimization procedures for identifying the effective sample size, to obtain the effective parameter size.
More specifically, in step one, we compare the predictive ability of under the two models. If , the relative entropy between the predictive distributions and is zero. For a given tolerance level , we define (8) Once the is obtained, in step two, we can treat the parameters as if they were data. That is, they can be effectively replaced by a set of independent parameters using the optimization procedure from the effective sample size problem. Formally, we define the effective parameter size to be (9) This expression requires explication. First, the inner optimization is the same as what we use for effective sample size, but now it is in terms of parameters. The outer expectation means we take the average of the effective numbers of parameters found as varies. This approach does not give a linear function of , unlike the quantity mentioned in Section II, because the inner optimization and the outer expectation are not over the same variable. Expression (9) gives a convex function of with a unique minimum on the interior of its domain.
In fact, expressions (8) and (9) correspond to minimization of redundancies in source coding. Subject to a distortion bound , we first find the dependence structure indexed by that achieves the minimum redundancy. Given this optimal , we minimize a redundancy in (9) to take advantage of the dependence structure in so as to represent the information about in , the parameters which govern the 's, by a smaller set of parameters . We focus on the information on because it summarizes the location of the 's in aggregate and therefore is the information we want to express compactly.
We verify that this procedure gives reasonable results. First we must evaluate (8) to be a sample of size 100 generated from a standard normal distribution. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the plot of the relative entropy distance between and as a function of ranging from . Since the range of the relative entropy depends on how the data affect the integrand in expression (9), we set the threshold as the value below which 10% of the range falls. In this example, it corresponds to a relative entropy distance of as shown in the left panel of Fig. 4 . When , we get which we use in the covariance matrix of . Next, we use the optimization in (9) to obtain the effective parameter size . The mixture distribution for from Model I is , where
We randomly generate 100 's from this mixture distribution and use the same procedures as in the dependence model (see Section III-B) to obtain an effective parameter size for each generated value of . Averaging the 100 values of gives as an approximation to the in (9). In the right panel of Fig. 4 , we show a plot of one instance of the relative entropy distance in (9) against the number of parameters . Clearly, the curve is convex with a minimum at . Most plots of the other instances for the 100 's resemble this figure.
For completeness, we redid this procedure for a range of values of . For each and each of 100 's, we got a convex curve as in Fig. 4 which we could minimize. The average of these minima is reported in Table IV . It is seen that even slight amounts of correlation among the parameters give a substantial reduction in the number of parameters needed to describe the data with only a small amount of exactitude sacrificed. When the correlation is small but nontrivial, say around , we readily get good data summarization with 1/20th as many parameters as data points.
V. APPLICATION TO GENOMIC DATA
The analysis of gene expression data from DNA microarray technology involves the estimation of gene expression levels, an area of active current research in statistics, see Rubinstein et al. [27] . Popular estimation approaches for short oligonucleotide array data such as MAS5.0 (see Affymetrix [3] ), RMA (see Irizarry et al. [16] ), GCRMA (see Wu et al. [34] ), MBEI (see Li and Wong [21] ), and PDNN (see Zhang, Miles, and Aldape [35] ), where each gene is represented by a set of probe level expression intensities, summarize these intensities to estimate the amount of target transcript present in the sample. These methods use background correction and normalization to reduce systematic variation within and across replicate arrays.
Researchers, however, often obtain the measurements on the same genes at different time points or in different experiments. Typically, these data are very expensive, and some of the experiments cannot be repeated. Thus, it is very useful for practitioners to determine quantitatively whether the data from one batch can be combined with the data from another batch, and if so, how to do so. Unfortunately, the above approaches do not address issues concerning the biases between arrays from various laboratories and/or batches. Methods exist for adjusting the summarized transcript level estimates, see Distance Weighted Discrimination in Benito et al. [4] for instance, or for selecting subsets of genes whose summarized expression measures are consistent across batches as in Parmigiani et al. [25] . However, with the increasing number of publicly available datasets and the quick maturation of gene expression studies from small-chip-number hit-and-run type projects to those with a more robust study design-The Tumor Analysis Best Practices Working Group [30] is an example-there is a need for careful statistical methods which can adjust for such biases at the probe level for specific genes of interest.
Here we use the technique described and studied in the previous sections to convert one set of data to its equivalent virtual data set in another distribution. This second distribution is chosen to be the distribution of a second data set. Consequently, the converted data and the second data set can be combined. Thus, one analysis can in principle be performed on the unified data set. We suggest that this approach can be applied generally to make simpler analyses feasible.
A. Data
We have implemented our procedure on data from a series of controlled "spike-in" experiments on Affymetrix gene chips. "Spike-ins" are often used as a baseline comparison for other genes, i.e., researchers examine the spike-in genes to decide whether the whole batch of measurements reflect reality and thus can be used for further analysis. The data we use here come from experiments in which 12 different gene transcript groups, each containing the same set of genes at different concentrations, were spiked into a background consisting of a labeled mixture of mRNA from a human breast tissue source. This mixture was then hybridized onto Affymetrix HU95Av2 GeneChips, see Affymetrix [2] . Twenty distinct probe pairs interrogate each transcript. Finally, each of the measurements for a given gene at a given concentration was replicated on several samples in each of two batches of arrays. One batch of arrays ("Taiwan samples") represent primary breast cancer tumor biopsy samples from the Koo Foundation Sun Yat-Sen Cancer Center in Taipei, while the other batch of arrays ("Duke samples") represent primary breast cancer tumor biopsy samples from Duke University Medical Center in Durham, NC. Samples selected for the analysis detailed in the following were clinically matched on traditional disease risk factors (e.g., axillary lymph node status, estrogen receptor status) and processed at the same laboratory in separate batches and at different time points.
Scans of the chips were performed with an Affymetrix GeneChip scanner and the computed single intensity value for each probe cell was calculated using the Affymetrix Microarray Analysis Suite v5.0, see Affymetrix [2] , [3] . This software provides scaling factors which can be used to adjust the data to a common target intensity; the factors for these chips lie within quality control bounds (The Tumor Analysis Best Practices Working Group [30] ). The gene expression measures were log base transformed but we performed no normalization of these data before the analysis discussed below. Since the spike-ins were created in the laboratory and capture probe-creation variability as well as hybridization variability, they represent a compromise between experimental laboratory probes (where the amount of transcript is unknown) and factory spike-ins (which capture only hybridization variability).
B. Analysis
The microarray data are considered to be consistent with having come from a log-normal distribution (Hoyle et al. [15] ). After log transformation, it is reasonable to assume that the Taiwan data follows a Normal distribution and the Duke sample follows . We also assume that the off-diagonal terms of and are the same because the correlation between any two probes on the same chip can be regarded as constant. Thus, the covariance matrix has the following form:
for We want to convert one sample of the Taiwan dataset to a "virtual" sample in the Duke dataset. Let denote the Taiwan sample, and denote the corresponding Duke data that we want to optimize.
Since we are converting the Taiwan data to the Duke data, we use the prior knowledge on the mean of the Duke data and set the prior on the Taiwan model as
. Similarly, we set the prior for the Duke model as . The optimization problem is to find and to minimize (10) Clearly for . Thus, the posterior distribution , where and , where
Here, is the mean of , and is the mean of . Clearly, the minimum for the distance is achieved when , and . By solving these two equations, we obtain the optima (11) and When the value of is close to , is approximately . When is close to , can be approximated by . The and jointly determine the corrections we need to make on the Taiwan sample, when converting to the Duke data using its model.
Note that in (10), the parametric families used to form the posteriors are the same, normals with unknown means and variances indexed by the same two parameters, a variance and a correlation. For simplicity of modeling and convenience of forming posteriors, we have equipped each of the parametric families with its conjugate prior, a normal density having known variance, taken to be . In fact, given the typical spread of the data, unit variance in the prior is reasonable; the prior can be regarded as objective.
This formulation in (10) is superficially the same as (1) or (2). However, the mathematical form of the posteriors in (10) is the same because they are both based on the normal likelihood. Permitting both posteriors to come from the same likelihood can reduce the problem to triviality by making the two posteriors too similar, possibly the same. For instance which corresponds to a . So, straightforward application of the optimization does not achieve the desired data conversion. Consequently, it is seen that the two entries in the relative entropy must be different enough that it is meaningful to compare them.
One fix for this problem is to treat the two posteriors operationally as representing two inference processes we want to make similar. That is, someone who starts with virtual Duke data and wants to use it with actual Taiwan data should be similar to some one who starts with actual Taiwan data and wants to use it to help inferences based on Duke virtual data. In short, the order of receipt of information should not lead to big differences. More prosaically, updating a prior based on converted data by actual data or updating a prior based on actual data using converted data should give similar inferences.
Mathematically, this leads us to the expression in which we have used in the first entry and in the second. Note that the data dependence in the prior here does not give incoherence because we are only going to use to make inferences, not the combined data and . Relative to the Duke data, the data dependence in the prior here represents a pre-experimental state of information assuming the two samples are unrelated. It is only the optimization that ties and together. Otherwise put, our use of data dependent priors ensures both posteriors are based on the same information and are meaningfully different, so the optimization can be done.
The MLE is used for the estimates of and , for . Depending on the perspective of the geneticists, the estimates for 's can be obtained either by the MLE using the original data sample, or the MLE using the standardized sample (subtracted by the group mean). Estimates obtained using either of these two procedures reflect specific prior beliefs and expectations regarding microarray data that depend on the real applications. If we expect all probe level expression measures of a given gene to be very similar, or if we are supposing that the correlation within a probe set should be larger than the correlation across probe sets, then we should use a large . If we believe that each probe within a probe set represents a different sequence of genetic bases and that measured expression varies, often greatly, with different subsequences of the same gene then we should use a small . In either case the choice of should be made within the context of the specific application of interest.
These data conversion procedures are applied on the set of three spike-in samples each for the Taiwan and the Duke samples. In Table V , we show the mean of the original Taiwan sample, the converted Taiwan sample, and the original Duke sample, on spike-in # 9 and gene 4. The mean of the converted data for each Taiwan sample, measured at different levels, is adjusted so it is closer to the mean of Duke data. The detailed In the last study, the 's are estimated from the original data. This results in values close to . In practice, sometimes we are really looking within a probe set or at replicate measurements. Under these cases, we use the mean-adjusted data by subtracting the group mean. Estimating from the mean-adjusted data gives us values close to . In Table VII , we also show the mean of the original Taiwan sample, the converted Taiwan sample, and the original Duke sample, on spike-in # 9 and gene 4. This time, however, the is estimated from the mean-adjusted data and is close to . From this table, we can see that the mean of the converted Taiwan data has been adjusted towards the original mean of the Duke data, but to a smaller degree than those shown in Table V . The detailed data conversion between each individual sample when 's are measured using the mean-adjusted data, is shown in Table VIII . Finally, we show plots of the expression level data for pairs of genes. Fig. 5 demonstrates the shifts from the original Taiwan data to the converted Taiwan data, for two gene pairs: Gene 3 with Gene 4 and Gene 1 with Gene 4. The 's are estimated using the original data. We see that the converted data represented by , are shifted closer to the original Duke data, denoted by . Fig. 6 shows the same plot for the data conversion, except that the 's are estimated using the mean-adjusted data. Clearly, the conversion from the original Taiwan data to the virtual Taiwan data is fairly small. In fact, these results are quite reasonable. When the estimated 's are large, we are more confident that shifting the data from one likelihood to another according to the same pattern is reasonable. However, when the estimated 's are small, the data do not suggest that a substantial conversion is appropriate. This results in a minimal adjustment around the original data.
VI. CONCLUSION Here we have defined and studied a concept of effective samples, defining an informational sense in which two samples maybe essentially the same. The Bayesian formulation is merely pragmatic: Posteriors are often used for inference, but in fact any conditional distribution is amenable to our technique. Here, we have converted data for the sake of intelligibility or convenience. Formally, our approach is to take two likelihoods indexed by the same parameter. We think of one likelihood as "true" and the other as chosen for convenience. When they are equipped with priors, the two posteriors can be compared. If the data set in the first posterior is fixed and the virtual data set in the second is allowed to vary, the relative entropy between the posteriors is a real-valued function of the vector-valued variable which we have regarded as virtual data. Minimizing this function gives a data set under the second likelihood that gives inferences under the second likelihood that are as close as possible to the first.
As a technique for data compression, in which the second likelihood is chosen to be simpler than the first, we have shown this optimization gives results that are intuitively reasonable and in some cases appealing. Moreover, by treating parameters as if they were data these ideas extend to give a concept of effective parameter size. This led us to the predictive structure we used in searching for an effective parameter size. Our goal there was model reduction: We sought to reduce the number of 's needed to describe the data set. By automating the selection of in a reasonable way, it may be possible to represent our optimization as a function solely of the data. If so, this might be a reasonable choice for the data dependent penalty term in the Deviance Information Criterion (DIC) (Spiegelhalter et al. [29] ). We have not investigated this in detail here because our focus was on data pooling.
Aside from the direct usefulness of effective samples, sample sizes, and parameter sizes, our approach raises several foundational issues.
First, we have used the relative entropy. If one measures information in a code length sense it is unquestionably the right distance. In fact, the relative entropy is used to define reference priors and we saw in Section III-C that reference priors are noninformative in a strong sense-perhaps so strong that the exquisite sensitivity of the relative entropy to tail behavior militates against its general use. It may be that information should be measured in some cases in a probabilistic sense, thereby leading to an distance on posterior densities. As a generality, our intuition would carry over to , and many other distance measures.
Second, the posterior for the second entry in our definition is relatively unconstrained. Here, we have chosen comparison posteriors for their convenience and meaning. For instance, in the dependence example of Section III-B, the second posterior is formed using the product of marginals from the first likelihood. We justify this on the grounds that the independence model closest to any given model, in relative entropy, is the product of its marginals. In the mixture model of Section III-A we form the second posterior using one of the components of the mixture on the grounds that it would be the most informative. However reasonable these choices are, they are not systematic.
This gap can be filled by choosing a standardized reference likelihood. We leave this as an open problem. It would be intriguing if one could formulate an optimality principle to give likelihoods that could serve as a common yardstick for assessing the amount of information in a data set. One would want such an optimality principle to ensure that the posterior it gave would be close, in relative entropy, to the posterior from the "true" model. This would ensure the informational equivalence of the actual data and the virtual data.
Finally, and more abstractly, our optimization yields a posterior which is intended to be informationally equivalent to a "true" posterior. In effect, the minimization is a nonlinear transformation from one data set to another. It is unclear that there is any important functional relationship between the "true" data and the virtual data. Nevertheless, the two data sets possess the same information. Indeed, our results imply that any data set can be converted to many other informationally equivalent data sets under different likelihoods. These (data, likelihood) pairs form an equivalence class and knowing the class of the data an experiment generated may be all the experiment can tell you.
APPENDIX
Proof of the Theorem: Let us write for the asymptotic normal approximation to a posterior. In this expression, is the MLE from and . We also write where is the MLE from and . Consider the decomposition where By Theorem 2.1 in Clarke [11] , the first term in probability . Our task is to show that tends to zero, and then to recognize that gives the asymptotic form stated in the theorem.
We begin with . Observe that can be written as , where
Here, is a ball containing , and is its complement. We show that each of the three terms tends to zero under the stated hypotheses, beginning with because it represents nonlocal values of and the interaction between the two priors. Note that we have permitted the priors and on and to be different, for the sake of greater generality.
By [32] .) Using this in both factors in parentheses of (12) shows that both are bounded in the limit. Since the posterior factor in (12) goes to (exponentially fast) in , it is seen that goes to in as well. Now consider the second term
Since
, the "change of prior" argument gives in probability because is controlled. Using Assumption IIin the integral of gives that in probability of . Thus, , in probability of . Next, we upper-bound the limit of by zero as well. By restricting the domain, By Taylor expanding at on for small enough, we have where is on the line joining and . So, for any given , there is an so that in -probability, when . Doing the normal integration gives Using the last inequality in the definition of gives the upper bound for large enough. Again, the first term goes to in probability by the change of prior argument. (Local supremum assumptions ensure in probability, see Clarke and Barron [8] .) The second term is which goes to zero in probability by Assumption II. So, it is seen that, in the limit, is bounded above by with high probability. Taken together, these results show in probability . Now we show goes to zero. Recall that
The first term goes to in probability because converges to a constant and the posterior probability decreases exponentially. It is enough to show the second term goes to zero.
Without loss of generality, consider the univariate case and define . (The multivariate case follows by the same arguments.) The absolute value of the second term is For the first term, we have By the change of prior argument, the first term in the last expression goes to in probability . Since , the second term in the last expression also goes to in -probability because the posterior probability is exponentially small. The second term in is bounded by Since in -probability, the second term goes to in probability of . Combining these, in the joint probability of . To finish showing goes to zero, we consider the term . We begin with a lower bound. By Clarke [11, eq. 4 .18] we have with -probability at least for any positive constant when . Thus
First, we remove the dependence on . By the continuity of on we know that , such that (s.t.) when , . So
Since there is an for any preassigned , and in in . Now we control the term with the difference in Fisher informations. Consider the integral It is (We used the fact that .) By adding and subtracting in and using the triangle inequality it is seen that the first term is bounded above by a sum of two random variables. When multiplied by , a factor going to zero in probability, the corresponding term goes to zero in probability. Observing that goes to zero in probability as well as , again the corresponding term goes to zero. The third term is similar: By standard posterior normality results, in -probability. Since and the restriction to only decreases the integral, again the convergence to zero of ensures the corresponding term goes to zero in probability. Thus, is lower-bounded, asymptotically, by zero.
We also show is upper-bounded, asymptotically, by zero. By Assumption III (12) in which we may use any small positive number . This choice is independent of previous 's even though we have not used a different notation for it for convenience. Now, we get the expressions at the top of the following page .The form of the inequality above follows from (12) and Taylor expanding at . To see that the upper bound goes to zero, first note the prior contribution is asymptotically negligible. As before, on . That is, if the radius of is permitted to shrink slowly, the continuity of ensures that there exists depending on , such that on . So the in and cancel, leaving as goes to zero. Next, the integral of with respect to the posterior goes to zero because , and the rest of the term is bounded by the posterior variance which converges to the inverse Fisher information.
The remaining two terms are seen to go to zero because the integral is Because the normal concentrates on and converge to , the approximation is exact in the limit. Now, is upperbounded by zero, asymptotically.
The remaining task is to identify the limiting behavior of . 
